August 46 1920
Dear Mr.

Weygold.Your letter containing the bead and tall pleas* ban

come. • I have taken note of your address and will, address you at Door
Park is the future•
I like your work very much. I have all the pen-end-ink sketches

."

now EXCEPT Tai, TAIL PIECE FOR CHAPTEt TRUE.

-4e regards the aritioieei you ask for....
I. I agree that the tall-piece of No. IX would look better i '
the shield and quiver hung lower--an the upright. Otherwise admirable.
2. Reed piece for No. IX.. The teach of the dog is excellent.
I think that the moon and the bat suggest the night sufficiently wall*
The flint-look gems as shown, by Bodaerjplate bl) do sot show the thickness of the gun In your drawing. The gun looks a little too mash like a
modern army rifle to me I em glad to tee that you are lettering die
shield* yourself. I stated that the two leaders of the -dunce °serried
144000 feathered like arrows. However, this is no great matter.
3.goad piece for chapter VIl/. t .+The bundle on the bed sheuld
be somewhat p
ght yonndtthee
ei
Could
proolon^gged to itheeright to extend out of sight
upper ends •f
foot of the bed? .ins perhaps made a trifle thicker?
the abeyedne tripod poles are seldom of egpal length.
4. Tall piece for Chapter Vii...Thta fib •aae7l$at In every
respect. Rowever, I think the figure of the Thunder Bird should be a
little emphasized, as the figure Is not at once recognised by the reader`.
I have tried it upon two or three people, and it was some time before
they got taggestion rereading rain toioneiaidsgaaddd to
effect?
5, Read piece of ohapter Viil...i think this is splendid.. The
Thunder Tips a6mehow does not suggest its size to me„ though. And the
picture of the Thunder Bird upon it does not seem to be at the baekj.
But *he drawing gives the facts and spirit of the scene admirably as a
whole. This is one of the best of the series.

Chapter VIII....this is perfect, I think.,
The cairn, the skulls, the mountain, the *term, and the face use all
perfectly in accord with tact and spirit of the scene. The addition of
the drum $(with its Thunder Bird design) is an excellent touch. I think
this admirable. You aura certainly good at laadseape. I can understand
that the book on animals makes a strong appeal to you. -with stub gifts„
R. The tail piece of Chapter 4 seems to me perfect +t ^' approPria m
fl
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